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Abstract
We apply information-based complexity analysis to support vector
machine (SVM) algorithms, with the goal of a comprehensive continuous
algorithmic analysis of such algorithms. This involves complexity
measures in which some higher order operations (e.g., certain
optimizations) are considered primitive for the purposes of measuring
complexity.  We consider classes  of information operators and  ofa F
algorithms made up of scaled families  and , anda a F F8 5§ §
investigate the utility of scaling the complexities  and  to minimize8 5
error.  We look at the division of statistical learning into information and
algorithmic components, at the complexities of each, and at applications to
support vector machine (SVM) and more general machine learning
algorithms.  We give applications to SVM algorithms graded into linear
and higher order components, and give an example in biomedical
informatics.
1.  Introduction
This paper examines some applications of continuous complexity and
information-based complexity theory (IBC; Traub, Wo niakowski andz´
Wasilkowski, 1988, Traub and Werschulz, 1998) to statistical learning theory
(SLT; Vapnik, 1998, 2000) and support vector machine (SVM) algorithms.  One
goal of this is to develop a more algorithmic formulation of SLT and SVM, and
to study a context in which the complexity of these algorithms and other related
2ones can be analyzed.  This algorithmic formulation of statistical learning
approaches involves the treatment of some higher order computations (e.g.,
optimizations) as primitive operations for purposes of complexity calculations,
and the use of graded families of information operators and algorithms (see
below).
An element of this work is based on the fact that currently, higher-order
computations are often rapid and effectively transparent to the user. For 
example, since SVM quadratic programming algorithms are computationally
efficient, one can for some purposes view the operation of finding an optimal
linear partition of two sets as primitive (and of unit complexity) in calculations.
As a different example, in some cases information error estimation for an
information operator can beR  (for the purpose of optimizing within a class ) a
treated as primitive, since rapid cross-validation methods now make it possible
to estimate such errors efficiently.  Using such an approach, some algorithms,
e.g. some classifications in computational biology (see below), can be studied
more usefully.
Our algorithmic study of SLT approximation is formulated in terms of IBC,
and in particular separates the solution process into information and algorithmic
components.  We will apply statistical learning approaches to grade information
and algorithms by complexity (Vapnik, 1998, 2000) for minimization of error.
For collections  of information operators and  of algorithms, sincea F
optimization in both spaces is needed, it can be useful to restrict one of these
spaces to a small (low dimensional) one, so optimization in that space can be
viewed as primitive or of low complexity, and so study can be focused on the
other (larger) space.
We note that other related algorithmic analyses of continuous computation
have also been studied in recent years; see Blum, et al. (1998) and Braverman
and Cook (2006).
1.1  Continuous complexity notions in learning theory
Let  be a space of problem elements,  be a solution operator, andJ W À J Ä K
R À J Ä C œ R0‘8 an information operator, with  a vector containing all
available information about the problem  Thus the problem element0 − J Þ
0 − J (e.g., a PDE with given boundary conditions) corresponds to an exact
problem solution  (the PDE solution).  Note in applications that  mayW0 − K 0
be unknown, with information about  in the form 0 R0 − Þ‘8
For our learning theory applications we will assume  is an3 œ 0 − J
(unknown) input-output relation in the space  of all probabilityJ œ c
3distributions on an input-output space X x x X‚ ß CÑ À − ×‘ ‘œ ÖÐ ß C − .  (The
notations  as well as  will be used, since they are standard in different3 0
contexts).  W  that ise seek the solution , a function W œ 1Ð − K 1 À3 x XÑ Ä ‘
the best approximation in function class  of the probabilistic relation  betweenK 3
x and C, by some error criterion.  An example of such a criterion is the loss
VÐ1Ñ œ I ÐPÐ1Ð Ñ ´ PÐ1Ð3
‘ ‘
x x xÑß CÑ Ñß CÑ. Ð ß CÑ(
.‚
3 ,
where PÐ1Ðx xÑß CÑ C 1Ð Ñ measures a distance between  and its approximation .
The set  of allowed relations between K x and  is the C hypothesis space.
SVM algorithms:  In the case of SVM (Vapnik, 1995, 1998) we deal with a
classification problem, and the output is restricted to .  WeC − œ Ö"ß"× § ‘
incorporate this case by restricting the support of   The goal3Ðxß CÑ C œ „ " to .
is finding W œ 1Ð3 x x x-Ñ − K 1Ð Ñ C, where  best approximates the -induced 3
relationship, by minimizing the average difference between sgn  (sign ofÐ1Ð ÑÑx
1Ð Ñ C PÐ1ß CÑ œ Ð"  1CÑx ) and , as measured by letting  above, with
+ œ + +   !! œ if otherwise.
Information:  The goal is to find an algorithm  (with  an algorithm9 F F−
class) which best uses information  to approximate  with .  TheR W ÐR Ñ3 3 9 3
(random) information in this case takes the form , whereR œ Ö œ Ð ß C Ñ×3 z x3 3 3 3œ"8
z X  3 − ‚ ‘ are chosen independent and identically distributed (iid) according to
3.  The space  is then X the feature space.
Algorithm optimization:  The standard SVM algorithm restricts the class of 9
to , with  the set of  which map into the class of affine functionsF F F 9" " "§
9 3"ÐR Ñ œ 1Ðx w xÑ œ †  , Ð Ñ § K, so the range ran .  In some cases we can9 "
treat the computation of 1 œ 9 3 3"Ð Ñ R from data  as primitive (e.g., using
standard quadratic programming), and focus on finding optimal information
R − a  which minimizes error and has small cardinality.  Information
optimization is important, e.g., in computational biology applications, where dim
X may be on the order of 10 or more.&
We then need the right set of information operators and wish to minimizea
risk (error) over .  The focus on error then moves from the algorithmR − a
space  to .  In some cases the optimization on  may focus on dimensionF a a"
reduction of the feature space, for example choosing
4RÐ Ñ œ R Ð Ñ œ ÖÐT3 3T x X3 3ß C Ñ× T, where  is a projection in .  This can give a
choice of coordinates in  "relevant" to predicting  from   Such optimizationsX xC Þ
can be interesting in their own rights; for example, improved coordinate sets
might be obtained using genetic algorithms or simulated annealing, involving
adiabatic replacement of "worse" coordinates  by better ones , as well asB B3 3w
larger searches for subspaces of  optimized for separation of positive andX
negative  values.C
1.2  Grading of information and algorithmic complexities
We consider complexity-based scalings between increasing families  and a F8 5
of information and algorithm spaces.  Given an error criterion
lV ÐR Ñ  V W lc d c d9 3 3  (section 2) for the difference between the exact solution
W ÐR Ñ3 9 3 and its approximation , assume there is an optimal pair
ÐRß Ñ − ‚ ¨ 9 a F a a giving the best approximation, with  and
8 8
F F¨ 
5
5 fixed.  Analytic and computational resources may be limited, and
there is risk of overfitting if the range  of the class  is too large.  Thus inK F
practice it is useful to search for restricted optima, with the optimization done
over sub-classes of  or  or both.  Thus one can restrict to a very small set ofa F
(practical) algorithms, e.g., for SVM to  as above, with  mapping intoF F F" "§
affine  only.  It can also be useful (as in SLT applications), to 1ÐxÑ scale
algorithmic and information complexity, i.e., the complexity of the (range of the)
working subset  with information complexity of a subset F F a a5 8§ § .
For example, such a scaling is useful in choosing between linear and
nonlinear regression.  To guess an unknown smooth scalar function  (with0 − J
J R0 œ Ð0ÐB Ñßá ß 0ÐB ÑÑ now a function class on ) from data , one can‘ " 8
adjust the class of the algorithm  (linear versus higher order regression) for9
determining the best fit to information of cardinality .  When computational8
methods first became widely available for inference, even large databases were
still fit to linear , so  gave the closest linear approximation to .  However,0 09
unless a priori information indicates  is linear, this is not necessarily a good0
choice.  In particular, if  is large enough, adding a quadratic component to 8 0
will still yield sufficiently few free parameters to fit the data.  Thus in principle
algorithmic complexity should be scaled with information complexity (Vapnik,
1998, 2000), i.e., the number of parameters (monotonic in ) should be scaled5
with the amount of data (monotonic in ).  Thus w8 e adjust size of the hypothesis
space  to K5 data cardinality .8
52.  Notation and definitions
2.1  Information, algorithm, error
We now give the assumptions more precisely.  Let  be a space (e.g., a functionJ
space or space of probability distributions) containing an unknown element
0 − J , describing the state of a real system.  We are interested in an element
1 œ W0 − K 0 W À J Ä K which solves a problem whose input is .  Here 
denotes a linear or nonlinear operator.  We assume there is ansolution 
information operator (the ), chosen from a familyR À J Ä ‘8 information space
a F of possible information operators.  We assume a family  of allowed
algorithms , and wish to choose a  and  for which the9 ‘ 9 F aÀ Ä K − R −8
approximation  is optimal in a given error measure.9ÐRÐ0ÑÑ ¸ WÐ0Ñ
Informally, we seek  and  so the diagramR − −a 9 F
commutes "maximally"; see Traub, Wo niakowski and Wasilkowski (1988) andz´
Traub and Werschulz (1998) for a further description of this problem in general.
We assume a class of "primitive" operations, assumed to have unit complexity,
whose cardinality in the problem solution will measure complexity, and focus
the analysis on the particular choice of subspaces of  and .a F
SVM learning:  To consider the example of SVM learning, we assume a more
precise SLT model, in which the unknown 0 œ Ð3 xß CÑ represents a relationship
between  and .  Here  the space of probability distributions (allx C − J œ ß3 c
unit Borel measures, not necessarily with density functions) on .  is theX X ‚ ‘
feature space.  For simplicity we assume , and we can restrict to subsetsX œ ‘.
of  by allowing  to have compact support if we choose.  Thus and  are‘ 3. x C
input and output, with  determining their relationship.  Information about  is3 3
6provided in Monte Carlo fashion as examples , withR œ Ö œ Ð ß C Ñ×3 z x3 3 3 3œ"8
z X3 − ‚ Þ‘ 3 chosen iid from 
We seek  such that given , and the choice sgn , the1Ð Ñ À Ä C œ 1Ð Ñx X x x‘
graph , with  random and distributed according to (theÖÐ ß 1Ð ÑÑÑ À − ×x x x x‘.
marginal of)  on , best approximates the distribution   More3 ‘ 3. Ð ß CÑÞx
precisely, let the local loss  represent a distance between  and itsPÐ1Ð Ñß CÑ Cx
approximation .  Two choices might be1Ð Ñx
P œ P Ð Ñ œ m1Ð Ñ  Cm" #z x , 
and (in the case where C œ „ "Ñ3
P Ð Ñ œ Ð"  C1Ð ÑÑ ß# z x
which is the hinge loss in the classical SVM; we assume .P   !
Define the risk  byV
VÐ1Ñ ´ V Ð1Ñ ´ PÐ1Ð Ñß CÑ. Ð ß CÑ ´ I ÐPÐ1Ð Ñß CÑÑ3 3
‘ ‘
(
.‚
x x x3 . (2.1)
We let  and  unless otherwise specified.V œ V I œ I3 3
Define the  taking  to the best approximation  byW 13 !
W œ 1 œ VÐ1Ñ3 !
1−K
arg min
(assuming the minimum exists and is unique), so that  minimizes (and takes toW3
0) the deviation  of the risk of  from the optimal risk   WeVÐ1Ñ  VÐ1 Ñ 1 VÐ1 ÑÞ! !
seek an algorithm  which best approximates .  We select  from a9 3 9À R Ä K W
"small" more easily computable class of algorithms  whose ranges are in theF"
subset with  in this case consisting of affine separator functionsK § Kß K" "
1Ð Ñ œ †  ,x w x .
Definition of error:  We formally define the error between our approximation
1 − K 1 − K" ! and the optimal  by
/Ð1ß 1 Ñ œ VÐ1Ñ  VÐ1 Ñ Ð Ñ! ! 2.2
(Vapnik, 1998, 2000).
In many cases an error measure like , at least for a finite dimensional/
hypothesis space , is equivalent to "standard" error measures (at least when oneK
of the arguments is the optimal .  Indeed assume the risk functional  for1 Ñ VÐ1Ñ!
71 − K 1 − K is a twice differentiable function of  (assumed finite dimensional).
For a unique minimum , the Hessian matrix  must be positive.  If in1 LÐ1 Ñ! !
addition it is positive definite, it follows that for any metric defined by a norm
m † m K - ß -  !K " # on , there are  such that
- m1  1 m Ÿ VÐ1Ñ  VÐ1 Ñ Ÿ - m1  1 m Þ" ! ! # !K K# # (2.3)
Then up to a constant the error in (2.2)  can be replaced by /Ð1ß 1 Ñ œ m1  1 m Þ! ! K#
Further, for any finite or infinite dimensional choice of , if we use an -K P#
type measure of risk,
VÐ1Ñ œ Ð1Ð Ñ  CÑ . Ð ß CÑ(
‘."
x x# 3
we have an equality in (2.3).  Namely, since ,1 Ð Ñ œ I ÐCl Ñ! x x3
VÐ1Ñ  VÐ1 Ñ œ I Ð1Ð Ñ  CÑ  Ð1 Ð Ñ  CÑ! !# # ‘x x
œ I I Ð1Ð Ñ  CÑ  Ð1 Ð Ñ  CÑxˆ ‰ ‘¸x x x# #!
œ I 1  1  #IÐCl ÑÐ1  1Ñxˆ ‰ˆ ‰# #! !x
œ I 1  1  #1 Ð1  1Ñxˆ ‰ˆ ‰# #! ! !
œ m1  1 m! ##, (2.4)
so the error reduces to an  one.  Above  is marginal expectation withP I# x
respect to .x
2.2  Information and algorithmic error
Assume as above there is an optimal , and we wish to approximate  in1 − K 1! !
K § K K § K" 5.  More generally assume a scale of increasing spaces , and that
we seek  as the best approximation of  in .  Let  denote the set of1 − K 1 K5 5 ! 5 5F
all algorithms on the information space  which map into , i.e.,‘8 5K
9 ‘ 9 F F5 5 5 5 58À Ä K − for .  That is the algorithm space  consists of all maps
from  to  (we always restrict functions to be measurable); thus ‘ F8" 5 5K
depends on  only.  K5 We seek a  so that  is an9 F 9 35 5 5 55− ÐR Ñ ´ 1 − Ks
approximation of  and thus of .1 15 !
8Error definitions:  There are two sources of error in the approximation of  by1!
1 À Ä K § Ks5 5 5..  First for , there is an algorithmic (approximation) error9 ‘
determined entirely by the choice of approximation space  (equivalently ),K5 5F
given by 
/ Ð5Ñ œ /Ð1ß 1 Ñ œ VÐ1Ñ  VÐ1 Ñ œ VÐ1 Ñ  VÐ1 Ñalg inf inf
1−K 1−K
! ! 5 !
5 5
.
Here
1 ´ VÐ1Ñ  VÐ1 Ñ5 !
1−K
arg inf
5
a b
represents any choice which minimizes , assuming such aVÐ1Ñ  VÐ1 Ñ!
minimizer exists (we assume existence of a minimizer, but if it does not exist the
definition can be modified with approximate minima or minimizing sequences).
Note that this and the other errors below are local errors, since they depend on
the probability distribution .3
Second there is information (estimation) error, 
/ Ð8ß 5Ñ œ I V ÐR Ñ  V 1inf  inf9 F− 8 55
a bc d c d9 3
œ IÐV Ð Ñ  V 1 Ñßinf
9 F− 55
c d c d9 Z
where  are chosen iid according to , and theR œ Ö œ Ð ß C Ñ× ´8 3 3 3 3œ"83 3z x Z
above expectation  is over I œ I ÞZ Z
Thus  is the error if we use the best possible algorithm  into/ Ð8ß 5Ñ −inf 9 F5 5
K R œ 85, using random information  limited to cardinality .  The error is3 Z
averaged over the choice of Monte Carlo information  under .  On the otherZ 3
hand  is the error with full information, if the algorithm is restricted to the/ Ð5Ñalg
class  of all algorithms mapping into .  This error is characterized in SLTF5 5K
(Vapnik, 1998) as approximation error.  See Kon and Plaskota (2000) for a study
of relationships between these two types of errors in the context of neural
network algorithms.  Approximation error in this context has also been studied in
Smale and Zhou (2003) and in Kon and Raphael (2006).
For convenience assume a minimizer
99 95 5
−
œ IÐV Ð Ñ  V 1 Ñarg inf
9 F5
c d c dZ
exists; otherwise we can again use minimizing sequences for the following
definitions.  Letting  be the algorithmic estimate of  we define the1 ´ Ð Ñ 1 ßs5 5 !9 Z
full error
/Ð8ß 5Ñ œ I V Ð Ñ  V 1a bc d c d95 !Z
œ I VÐ1 Ñ  VÐ1 Ñ  VÐ1 Ñ  VÐ1 Ñsa b5 5 5 ! (2.5)
œ / Ð8ß 5Ñ  / Ð5ÑÞinf alg
Thus by using effectively squared errors in our definitions of  and  (as in/ /inf alg
( )), with our error  defined in terms of risks as above, have an exact2.4 /Ð8ß 5Ñ
equality (2.5), as opposed to bounds of the type in Kon and Plaskota (2000).
Complexity:  We correspondingly separate the complexity of approximation
into two parts, information complexity algorithmic complexity   and , the8 5
inverses of the functions (  (information error) and  (algorithmic/ 8ß 5Ñ / Ð5Ñinf alg
error).  We will assume that the unit of complexity is normalized so that the cost
of each additional information operation (obtaining of a data point z x3 3 3œ Ð ß C ÑÑ
is 1.  We then define information complexity by
compinf infÐ ß 5Ñ œ Ö8 À / Ð8ß 5Ñ Ÿ ×Þ% %inf
To define algorithmic complexity, we define for a  (where 9 ‘À Ä K K8
contains ) the algorithmic error K
5
5
/Ð8ß Ñ œ I V ÐR Ñ  VÐW Ñ œ I VÐ Ð ÑÑ  VÐ1 ÑÞ9 9 3 3 9c d c da b Z !
We define  to be the complexity of the computation of  from givenGÐ8ß Ñ9 9
information  (again in units where one information operation has cost ).R "83
Now define the algorithmic complexity as
comp 2.6Ð ß 8ß 5Ñ œ ÖGÐ8ß Ñ À /Ð8ß Ñ Ÿ ×Þ Ð Ñ% 9 9 %inf
9 F− 5
The full -complexity of approximation in  is defined as % K
10
comp      (2.7)Ð Ñ œ Ö8  GÐ8ß Ñ À /Ð8ß Ñ Ÿ ×Þ% 9 9 %inf
8ß5ß −9 F5
This defines the best information cardinality  and algorithmic complexity8
level  to obtain an approximation of the optimal  within error .  As5 1 − K %
mentioned above, we generally will want to choose from a graded family of
algorithm classes  whose complexity (which depends on the range  of theF5 5K
family ) will scale with the information cardinality  in order to optimizeF5 8
( ).  A natural question is how such a scaling should go, which is considered in2.7
the following discussion of SVM.
3.  An example in SVM
We now restrict to a more specific application, the statistical learning theory
(SLT) formulation of support vector machines, involving SLT and its
algorithmic IBC formulation.
Again let  be the space of probability distributions on , and  ac ‘." K
function space on .  As before specify the map  which takes a‘ c. W À J œ Ä K
probability distribution  to its functional best approximation ,3 c 3− W œ 1 − K
with the goal of estimating .  As above, we define  toC ¸ 1Ð Ñ 1 œ 1 − Kx !
minimize the risk
VÐ1Ñ ´ I P 1Ð Ñß C œ PÐ1Ð Ñß CÑ . Ð ß CÑ3
‘
c da b (x x x
."
3 .
We now assume  is restricted to the values  through concentrationC œ Ö „ "×
of the measure  on , and that we are given the data set3Ð ß CÑ C œ „ "x
R œ œ Ö œ Ð ß C Ñ×3 Z z x3 3 3 3œ"8  (training data) consisting of random information
derived from , with  unknown.   represents example classifications3 c 3− J ´ Z
C Ö × 13 3 3œ"8 (positive or negative) of data .  The risk-minimizing  is intended tox
generalize the examples , and when , a new is classified as positive,Z x x 1Ð Ñ   !
and otherwise negative.  We now restrict the set of classification functions  toK
K § K" . (consisting of affine functions on ) as in SVM, to simplify‘
estimation.
Empirical risk:  Let
11
1 œ ÐVÐ1Ñ  VÐ1 ÑÑ œ VÐ1Ñ" !
1−K 1−K
arg inf arg inf
" "
be the closest element in  to the optimal .  To formulate the choice ofK 1 − K" !
algorithm  estimating , we define the 9" ""À Ä 1 1sZ empirical probability
distribution 3s to be our estimate of  3 given data .  It is definedZ z zœ Ð á ß Ñ"ß 8
by  where  and  is the point mass at 3 $ $ ‘s œ Ð Ñß œ Ð ß CÑ − Þ"8
3
."! z z3 z z x z
The empirical risk of any  is the corresponding estimate of true risk1
VÐ1Ñ ´ V Ð1Ñ3 , i.e.,
V Ð1Ñ œ I ÐPÐ1Ð Ñß CÑÑ œ PÐ1Ð Ñß CÑ. Ð ß CÑs3 3
‘
s s x x x(
."
3
œ PÐ1Ð Ñß C ÑÞ"8
"
3œ"
8
3 3x (3.1)
Let  be the empirical risk minimizer, again assuming that it1 œ V Ð1Ñs"
1−K
sarg inf
"
3
exists, which is case under weak hypotheses.  The minimizer  defines the " -1 Ps"
regression" separator, an approximation of the optimal separator , (the true1"
minimizer of  in )   Define the algorithm  (the set of all maps fromV K Þ −3 " " "9 F
‘ 9. " " " to  by K Ñ Ð Ñ œ 1 ÞsZ
Thus the  consists of affine  onhypothesis space K § K 1 Ð Ñ œ †  ," " x w x
‘ F. " " ", and restriction to  is done by limiting  to algorithms with range in .K K
We will discuss in section 6 the consideration of a larger scale of SVM algorithm
spaces  forming a nested family (differing in their ranges )F F5 5Ð8Ñ 5Ð8Ñœ K
which scale with cardinality  of information, though for now we fix  and8 5 œ "
F Fœ ".
4. SVM: Convergence rates of empirical risks
4.1  Risk and VC dimension
We now consider some complexity bounds on SVM algorithms.  We define the
local error of the algorithm (which depends on ) to be3 − J
12
/ÐRß Ñ ´ I V ÐR Ñ  VÐ1 Ñ ß9 9 3c da b !
where  is the true minimizer of risk, assumed to exist in the class  of1 œ W K! 3
all functions on .  Recall , with ‘ 3 ‘. ."" # 8 3 3 3R œ œ Ð ß ßá ß Ñ œ Ð ß C Ñ −Z z z z z x
iid and chosen according to .3
To bound information error as the cardinality , there are several8 Ä _
results in continuous complexity and SLT which are useful here.   Letting
mPÐ1Ð Ñß CÑm œ PÐ1Ð Ñß CÑ . Ð ß CÑ œ IÐPÐ1Ð Ñß CÑ Ñx x x x: : : "Î:
"Î:Œ (
‘."
3 ,
first we have an error bound based on results of Vapnik (1998, 2000).  We will
define for a given loss function  its VC dimension, definedPÐ1Ð Ñß CÑ œ Z Ð ß CÑx x
for the family .  For any family of functions, this is definedL œ ÖPÐ1Ð Ñß CÑ×x 1−K
by
Definition 4.1:  A family  of real-valued functions on a space  is said toH ^
separate a set of points  if for every subset , thereE œ Ö × § ^ E § Ez3 "3œ"8
exists a  and  such that  if and only if . − H − .Ð Ñ   ! − E Þ! ‘ !z z "
Definition 4.2:   The  of a family  of functions on the space  isVC dimension H ^
the cardinality of the largest set of points  which is separated by .  IfE § ^ H
this cardinality is unbounded then the VC dimension of  is infinite.H
4.2  Error estimates
We now discuss some asymptotic error estimates independent of the initial
distribution   As above  is the set of affine functions on 3 ‘Ð Ñ − J Þ K Þz " .
Henceforth let , and define:  #
7 œ ß Ð ÑmPÐ1Ð Ñß CÑÑmmPÐ1Ð Ñß CÑmsup1−K
:
""
x
x
4.1
and
13
+Ð:Ñ œ Þ" :  "# :  #"Î:Œ 
:"
:
(4.2)
Define for any probability $  !
X ´ % ß2Ð  "Ñ  Ð Ñ8
ln ln#82
$
8
where  is the VC dimension of the set of functions  on2 H œ ÖPÐ1Ð Ñß CÑ×x 1−K"
‘."Þ
As above, we assume Monte Carlo information about the unknown
relationship  in the form , with  iid from .3 3 3Ð ß CÑ R œ œ Ö × œ Ð ß C Ñx Z z z x3 3 3 33œ"8
We assume a minimizer  of the empirical risk  exists.  Then we have (see1 V Ð1Ñs" s3
Vapnik, 2000, §3.7) a result which only depends on the VC dimension  of :2 H
Theorem 4.1 (Vapnik):  For any non-negative loss , we have with probabilityP
at least , that for random information "  R œ ÖÐ$ 3 x3 3 3œ"8ß C Ñ× ,
VÐ1 Ñ  VÐ1Ñs
VÐ1Ñ 8Ÿ  S Þ
+Ð:Ñ "
"  +Ð:Ñ
" 1−K
1−K 
inf
inf
"
"
7 X
7 X
ÈŠ ‹È Œ  (4.3)
where  is a minimizer in  of empirical risk 1 K V Ð1ÑÞs" " s3
This gives a -PAC (probably approximately correct, with probability greater$
than ) bound on the SVM error.  The formulation in Vapnik, 2000 is stated"  $
equivalently in terms of the probability parameter   As mentioned( $œ Î#Þ
earlier the error on the left side can generally be expressed in terms of a norm
error on the finite dimensional hypothesis space .  Since  depends on theK" 7
unknown , the above error is local in .  The  dependence can be3 7− J J
eliminated if we assume, for example, that the loss  is bounded as aPÐ1ß CÑ
function of  and  (Vapnik, 2000, §3.7).  We note that the  term above is1 C Sˆ ‰"8
uniform in the choice of .3
14
4.3  Complexity estimates
We now estimate information complexity of the standard SVM algorithm by
inverting ( ).  We define the ( -PAC) -information complexity  of finding4.3 $ % 8
the risk-minimizing  by:1"
8 œ Ð Ñßcompinf %
œ ÖlV Ð1 Ð8 ÑÑ  V Ð1 Ñl  "  ×Þsinf
8 "
w
"w 3 3 % $ with probability at least 
where  and1 œ ÐVÐ1ÑÑ"
1−K
arg inf
"
  1 Ð8 Ñ œ V Ð1ÑÑs" w
1−K
sarg inf
"
3
with  formed from information    Letting3 $ 3s œ R œ Ö"8
3œ"
8
w
w! z3 wz3 3œ"8× Þ
N œ VÐ1Ñinf
1−K"
, we have from Theorem 4.1 (always with -probability at least3
"  $)
% 7 X
7 X
Ÿ SÐ"Î8ÑN +
Ð"  + Ñ
a bÈÈ  ,
where  is as in ( ).  Note that by our definitions we should in fact+ œ +Ð:Ñ 4.2
have  instead of  on the right side; this change is however absorbed in the8 8  "
SÐ"Î8Ñ term.  Thus
% Ÿ ,  SÐ"Î8Ñ
"  /
É
Š ‹É
2 8;
8
2 8;
8 
ln
ln
   
œ -  5  S ß8 " "8 8 8 8 8
Ê È È ln ln ln $Î#
defining
15
/ œ +à , œ N +à ; œ 2Ð"  Ñ  à - œ , 2à 5 œ à# ,;2 ) # 2
2 2      7 7 $ln ln È È
the above holds for  sufficiently large that .8 "  /  !É 2 8;8ln
To invert this for , we invert the corresponding equality, replacing  by8 %
% %w    defined by 
%w $Î#œ -  5  S
8 " "
8 8 8 8 8
Ê È È ln ln ln , (4.4)
so after squaring and letting , " œ ß E œ œŠ ‹%w##- - 2#5 ;
" œ E †  FÐ8Ñ Ð Ñ8 "8 8Œ ln 4.5
where .FÐ8Ñ œ Sˆ ‰"8 8ln
Defining  and lettingH œ /E
# " %
7 $
œ œ à 7 œ H8 œ 8ßH 2# #N +
#/ )w#
#
"Î2
a b Œ /ˆ ‰) "Î2$  
we have
# œ FÐ7Ñß77
ln
(4.6)
where FÐ7Ñ œ S Þˆ ‰"7 7ln
We insert a solution of (4.6) of the form
7 œ   <"Œ a b# #ln (4.7)
with the expectation that  is of lower order than  as   To<  Ä !Þ"# a bln # #
validate this and estimate , let .  Using (4.7) in (4.6), (below is< L œ +Š ‹ "ln ##
the first MacLaurin coefficient of  )lnÐ"BÑ"B
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# # # # ## # # ## # # #œ   <  <   < +


ln ln
ln ln ln ln
ln ln ln
a b a b# # ## # # "
 F S <Œ # #$ ##ln (4.8)
Note that
F œ S œ 9 œ 9 Ð Ä !Ñ" 7 7  Œ  Œ  Œ a bln ln lnln ln# ## ## # , (4.9)
since
#
# H H 7 7 7œ œ œ Ð
 F
 F
7 "
ln lnln
lnln
ln
7
7
7
7ˆ ‰ Œ  Œ  4.10)
by ( ), where for any function 4.6 0Ð7Ñß   -  !by definition   asHÐ0Ð7ÑÑ0Ð7Ñ
7 Ä _Þ
Thus by (4.8) and (4.9), as , # Ä !
! œ Ð"  9Ð"ÑÑ  < Ð"  9Ð"ÑÑ# #
# #
# #
ln ln
ln ln
ln
a b #
# (4.11)
so 
< œ Ð"  9Ð"ÑÑÞÐ Ñln ln ##
Thus by (4.7)
7 œ   9 Þ Ð Ñ Ð Ñln ln ln ln ln# # ## # #Œ 
or 
8 œ  Ð"  9Ð"ÑÑ" H H" " "Œ Œ  Œ ln ln ln
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œ #  "  9Ð"Ñ%N + 2 " "
# # #
w# w w
7
% % %Œ Œ  Œ a bln ln ln .  (4.12)
We note more information is needed in the asymptotic expansion to determine
uniform dependence on .  The equality in  above in (4.4) is easily replaced by$ %w
the inequality in  again (since all functions are monotonic).  Recalling that% %Ÿ w
one information operation is a unit of information complexity, we have
Theorem 4.2:  Given an allowed probability  of error , the information$ %  !
complexity of the -PAC approximation for the support vector machine in $ .
dimensions is bounded by
8 Ÿ Ð.  #Ñ #N + #   9a b    ˆ ‰ ˆ ‰7 % % %# " " "# # #ln ln ln ln ln% % % (4.13)
as  where  denotes the minimal risk, and%Ä !ß N œ VÐ1Ñinf
1−G"
7 œ + œsup
1−K
mPÐ1Ð ÑßCÑÑm
mPÐ1Ð ÑßCÑm
"
:
"
x
x , 
"
#
:"
:#"Î:
:"
:Š ‹  for any :  #Þ
The theorem follows from (4.12) since the VC dimension  of the space 2 K"
of affine functions on the feature space X œ .  "‘.  is  (note that up to this
point the argument is valid for a general loss )   Now lettingP Þ
PÐ1Ð Ñ œ Ð"  C1Ðx xÑß C ÑÑ, the VC dimension of this family of loss functions is
determined by first noting PÐ1Ð Ñß CÑx  is a monotonic function of "  C1ÐxÑ, and
hence its VC dimension is bounded by that of the latter.  The VC dimension of
"  C1Ð Ñ 1x  can be bounded by noticing that (since  is affine) it is an affine
combination of the functions  and , forming (upon mapping  intoÖCB × C Ð ß CÑ3 3œ". x
ÐC ß CÑx  as a new coordinate system) affine functions in a coordinate system of
.  " .  " dimensions.  In a  dimensional coordinate system the set of affine
functions has VC dimension  bounded by .  Thus we replace the VC2 .  #
dimension  by  on the right side of (4.13) (see Vapnik, 1998, Korian and2 .  #
Sontag, 1997).
This gives us a -probabilistic complexity estimate, giving a -PAC$ $
complexity to first order.  That is, with information of cardinality  we can8
obtain an approximate solution to the SVM problem, with a (probably) small
18
risk.  Note as above that this is a local complexity (dependent on ) if we3 − J
do not assume the risk function  is bounded.P
4 4.  SVM:  Optimality of algorithmsÞ
We show here that the above SVM information complexity estimates are within
a logarithmic term of being optimal.  A simple heuristic argument would be as
follows:  for any nontrivial distribution , standard random3 c− J œ
information results from Monte Carlo or IBC yield that for some non-constant
function , with probability at least , the error between actual and1ÐBÑ "  $
empirical risk is
lV Ð1Ñ  V Ð1Ñl œ "Î 8 Þ3 3s Hˆ ‰È (4.14)
Indeed, even with a  taking two values the above holds, and it easily follows1
that this holds for any  which is essentially non-constant (i.e., is not equivalent1
to a constant function) on the support of .  An informal conclusion is that the3
above error of SVM in Theorem 4.1 is optimal within a log term. 
A precise result along these lines is (Vapnik and Chernovenkis, 1974):
Theorem 4.3 (Vapnik and Chernovenkis):  If the function PÐ1ÐxÑß CÑ is
essentially non-constant on the support of , then for any ,3 $  !  Theorem 4.1
fails to hold if the right hand side of (4.1.1)  is replaced by any function
EÐ8Ñ œ 9 ÞŠ ‹"8È
Thus the error in Theorem 4.1 is within a factor  of being optimal, andÈln8
it follows easily that the -information compexity of SVM in Theorem 4.2 is%
within a logarithmic factor, , of being optimal.lnˆ ‰"%
5 SVM:  Improvement of VC complexity boundsÞ
We now show it is possible to improve the bounds in section 4 so as to eliminate
the logarithmic term, if we restrict ourselves to a class of loss functions
PÐ1Ð ß CÑxÑ  which are polynomial in the two arguments.  Note this class is dense
in the set of all continuous loss functions PÐ1ÐxÑß CÑ for compactly supported
densities .3
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5.1  Preliminaries
Recalling  is the class of affine functions on , fix  and let  beK Q  ! K" "Q.‘
the compact space of all affine  with |  and1Ð Ñ œ †  , l l ´ A l  Qx w x w " 3
3
!
,  Q − J œ R œ ÖÐ.  Letting , with empirical information 3 c 3 x3 3 3œ".ß C Ñ× , we
first consider some probabilistic bounds.  By Chebyshev's theorem 
| |V Ð1Ñ  VÐ1Ñ œ PÐ1Ð"83s 3œ"
8» " x x3 3Ñß C Ñ  I PÐ1Ð Ñß CÑ Ÿ3c d» %
with probability at least  (where  is variance) or"  ´ " i %
a bPÐ1
8
Ð ÑßCÑx
# $ i
equivalentlyß
| | (5.1)V Ð1Ñ  VÐ1Ñ Ÿ3s Ê a b Èi 5$ $PÐ1Ð Ñß C Ñ ÐPÐ1ß CÑÑ8 œ 8x
with probability at least .  This bound works for a single , while our goal"  1$
is to make this bound uniform over the class .1 − K"
If  is a polynomial in  and  (e.g., squared error lossPÐ1Ð 1 CxÑß CÑ
PÐ1Ðx xÑß CÑ œ 1Ð Ñ  C Ña b# , the corresponding "polynomial risk" SVMwe claim 
also carries the better bound (5.1) for the estimation of the risk by empirical risk
uniformly over .  Thus assume 1 − K P"
PÐ1Ð Ñß CÑ œ - 1 Cx "
!Ÿ34Ÿ5
34
3 4
is a polynomial of order .  5 Then the difference between risk and empirical risk
(error) is
V Ð1Ñ  V Ð1Ñ3 3s œ - ÐI  I ÑÐ1 C Ñ"
!Ÿ34Ÿ5
34 s
3 4
3 3
and since the difference is  for each monomial in above, we will showSŠ ‹"8È x 
that this also holds uniformly in  for the sum, initially by requiring that1
1 − K"Q .  We first require a simple fact:
Lemma 5.1:  Given two functions  and  on a set  which take on their0 1 ^
minima,
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º Œ  º0 1  0 Ÿ # l0ÐDÑ  1ÐDÑlarg inf inf sup 
D−^
Proof:  Assume this does not hold.  Letting + œ sup
D−^
l0ÐDÑ  1ÐDÑlß we would
have
0 1  0  #+Þa barg inf inf
This would imply
inf arg inf arg inf inf1 œ 1Ð 1Ñ   0Ð 1Ñ  +  0  +Þ
We also have
inf arg inf inf1 Ÿ 1Ð 0Ñ Ÿ 0  +,
which gives a contradiction.  
Note also that for any finite sum of functions , defining ,! È
3
30 Ð0Ñ ´ Ð0Ñ5 i
we have by the triangle inequality in ,P Ð Ñ# 3
5 5   " " "¾ ¾
3 3 3
3 3 3 33 3
#
- 0 œ - 0 œ - 0 (5.2)
Ÿ m- 0 m œ l- l Ð0 Ñ" "
3 3
3 # 3 33 5
with 0 œ 0  IÐ0ÑÞ
5.2  Polynomial risk functions
We now have:
Lemma 5.2:  For any  and any polynomial , we have withQ  ! PÐ1ß CÑ
probability at least , simultaneously for all ,"  6 1 − K$ Q"
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lV Ð1Ñ  V Ð1Ñl Ÿ ß
l- l Ð#QÑ
8
3 3s
!Ÿ34Ÿ5
34 3
3! È
È
d
$
(5.3)
where PÐ1Ðx xÑß CÑ œ - 1 C ß . ´ I Ðl l  "Ñ Ñ 6! c d
!Ÿ34Ÿ5
34 3
3 4 #3 , and  is the number3
of non-zero terms in  as a polynomial in PÐ1ß CÑ œ ÐB ßá ß B ÑÞx " .
Proof:  Writing ,  and defining B œ " A œ , œ ÐB ßá ß B Ñß." ." " ."wx
ww 3 4" ." 34
!Ÿ34Ÿ5
œ ÐA ßá ßA Ñ PÐ1ß CÑ œ - 1 C ß, we have for !
PÐ1ß CÑ œ P œ PÐ - Ca b a b"w x w x w x†  ,ß C † ß CÑ œ †w w w w
!Ÿ34Ÿ5
34
3 4
œ „ - œ „ + ß" "a b
!Ÿ34Ÿ5
34
3
l lŸ5
w x w xw w w w†
!
!
!! (5.4)
where the above sum is over all multiindices  with  non-! ! ! !œ Ð ßá ß Ñ" ." 3
negative integers and   The total number of distinct powersl l œ Þ! !!
3
3
xw " .
! ! !œ B áB" .  in the last sum is .  Note that  is the maximum number of6 6
distinct powers x! ! !œ B áB" ." .  which can appear in (5.4); in particular note the
last term  in (5.4) is always 1.B."
!."
Note
5# #Ð0 Ÿ IÐ0 ÑÞ ÐÑ œ I 0  IÐ0Ñˆ ‰# # 5.5)
Let w w: w be the vector defined by taking absolute values of components of , i.e.,
w:3 w3œ lA l
Then by  and (5.5), wa b5.1 ith probability at least  (since we must use (5.1)"  6$
6 times below)
l V  V ÐPÐ1ß CÑÑl œ „ + V Va b a b» »" ˆ ‰3 3 ! 3 3
!
!
s s
l lŸ5
w xw w!
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Ÿ l+ ll Ñ"
8È "$ l lŸ5 # "Î#! ! !w xw w!l IÐŠ ‹
Ÿ l+ ll Ñ"
8È " "$ 3œ!
5
l lœ3
#3 "Î#
!
! w xw w
! !" l IÐÐ"  l lÑˆ ‰ (5.6)
Ÿ l- lÐ Ñ"
8È "$ !Ÿ34Ÿ5 34 #3 "Î#w x: 3 w† Ñ IÐÐ"  l lÑ" ˆ ‰
Ÿ - Ð#QÑ . Ð Ñ"
8È " È$ !Ÿ34Ÿ5 34 33| | , 5.7
with   The next to last1 w 1 w wœ † œ l l œ l l  l,l Ÿ #QÞ
"
ã
"
Ô ×Õ Ø, since : w
inequality above follows from the expansion (5.4).  Note that if all , this-  !34
inequality is an equality for each fixed  and thus also for the sum over .  The3 3
general argument is then not difficult, given that the components of ww which
appear in both sums are in absolute value only.
We now need
Lemma 5.3:  For any probability distribution 3Ðx,  on  and aC ‚Ñ ‘ ‘.
polynomial loss  which is positive definite, the risk  attains itsPÐ1ß CÑ V Ð1Ñ3
minimum over , with  the class of affine functions.  Further, there is no1 − K K" "
minimum at , i.e., no minimizing sequence  with  or _ 1 Ð Ñ œ †  , ,3 3 3 3 3x w x w
Ò Ò3 Ä _ 3 Ä __ß V Ð1 Ñ VÐ1ÑÞfor which 3 3 1−Kinf"
Proof:  We will assume there is no hyperplane (i.e., affine subspace)  onL § ‘.
which  is supported in .  For if such a hyperplane exists we can without3Ð ß CÑx x
loss restrict  to it or a smaller hyperplane in which contains no proper sub-3
hyperplane on which  is supported, which we assume has been done3 Þ
To prove the Lemma, let 1 œ3 w x3 3†  , V be a minimizing sequence for .3
We claim it suffices to show that w3 3 and  must remain bounded.  Indeed this,
23
would automatically prove the last statement of the Lemma.  In addition, by
taking subsequences, this would imply that  converge pointwise to a fixed13
1 œ †  , 1 Vw x , and it is then easy to check that  is a minimizer of , showing3
that  attains its minimum.V3
To show  and  above remain bounded, assume this it is false for aw3 3,
contradiction.  By the minimizing sequence assumption we have
V Ð1 Ñ V Ð1ÑÞ3 33 3Ä_ 1−KÒ inf"
On the other hand, since we assume either  or  hasw w3 3 or  are not bounded, , 3 3,
a subsequence which converges to .   Assume first that a subsequence of _ w3
converges to .  B_ y taking subsequences, assume   Then we claiml l _Þw3 3Ä_Ò
V Ð1 Ñ _ , R  !3 3 33Ä_Ò  (independently of ).  To show this, note that given  there
is an  such that  has measure smaller than!  ! Ö À l1Ð Ñl œ l †  ,l Ÿ R×x x w x
"  ,! (for all ) for  sufficienly large (since the width of this set, , becomesw Rl lw
arbitrarily small, and  is not supported on a proper hyperplane).  Thus as3
l l Ä _ 1Ð Ñ PÐ1ß CÑw x3 ,  and hence  (which is positive definite) becomes
arbitrarily large on a set of measure at least .  Then we would have!
V Ð1Ñ œ V Ð †  ,Ñ _3 3 w x3 3Ä_  ,   Ò
which contradicts the assumption  converges.V Ð1 Ñ3 3
Thus we must conclude  has no subsequence which converges to ,Ö × _w3
and  remains bounded.  On the other hand, if a subsequence of | |Ö × ,w3 3
converges to , we can have  (since_ by taking a further subsequence w w3 !3Ä_Ò
w x w x3 are bounded) and , which would imply  is not al, l _ 1 Ð Ñ œ †  ,3 3 33Ä_Ò
minimizing sequence.  Thus  must also be bounded, completing the proof.Ö ×,3
Now note by Theorem , the minimizer  of the empirical risk 4.1 1 − K V Ð1Ñs " s3
is close to the minizer  of the true risk , in that for any , with1 − K V Ð1Ñ  !" " 3 $
probability at least ,"  $
VÐ1Ñ  VÐ1Ñ œ S Þs
8
8inf
ln
1−K"  Ê (5.8)
By the last statement of Lemma , there are  such that 5.3 Qß  ! VÐ1Ñ % inf
1 −K" "
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VÐ1 Ñ  1 Â K Þ Q 8" "Q% % if   Now choose an  and  as above.  Now by (6.4), for 
sufficiently large  (with probability at least , since eventually1 − K "  Ñs "Q $
VÐ1Ñ  VÐ1 Ñ  Þs inf
1 −K
"
" "
% with at least that probability   By Lemma , we have5.2
together with Lemma :5.1
Theorem .4: & Given a probability measure  on , a positive definite3 ‘Ð ß CÑx ."
polynomial risk , a minimizer  of the empirical risk is an PÐ1ß CÑ 1 SÐ"Î 8Ñs È
approximation to any true minimizer  of the risk in , in that for sufficiently1 K" "
large , with probability at least 8 "  6 ß$
V Ð1Ñ  V Ð1 Ñ Ÿ #s
l- l . Ð#QÑ
8
3 3 "
!Ÿ34Ÿ5
34 3
3! È
È$ ,
where  is any constant (which always exists) such that all minimizers Q 1 − K" "
of  are in V Ð1Ñ K Þ3 "Q
Note the existence of a finite  is guaranteed by the argument before theQ
Theorem.  We note that for a compactly supported , we can approximate any3
continuous non-negative  uniformly by positive definite polynomials in PÐ1ß CÑ 1
and  on the support of , so we haveC 3
Theorem 5.5:  For a compactly supported  and any continuous non-3
negative function , there exists an  which is arbitrarily close to PÐ1ß CÑ   ! P P‡
(in sup-norm), such that asymptotic error (in the sense of risk) of an SVM using
error criterion is of order , uniformly in P 1 − K Þ‡ "8 "È
Note that the this result depends on  and so is not uniform in ..3 3
5.3  Uniform results in 3
The above results arise from Lemma  which gives uniform bounds over5.2,
1 − K − J œ".  However, the bound in the Lemma is uniform in  only for a3 c
class of  for which 3 . œ I Ðl3 3 ‘xl  "Ñ  G G  ! 5#5  for some fixed , where  is
the largest power of  appearing in   This includes any class of 1 PÐ1ß CÑÞ 3
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supported in a fixed compact region in .  In general, however, our bound is‘."
again local and not uniform in , since polynomials are unbounded on .3 ‘.
In order to obtain uniform results in , we extend the above3 − J
observations by noting that for the set of  which are polynomial on a compactP
set  in  and constant outside , the above results in fact becomeO Ð1ß CÑ − O‘#
uniform in :3 − J
Theorem 5.6 :  If  is polynomial in  and  in any fixed compact setPÐ1ß CÑ 1 C
O § Ð1ß CÑ G‘# of values , and has constant value  outside this set, then for all
probability distributions , with probability at least 3 $" 7 ß
V Ð1Ñ  V Ð1Ñ Ÿ ß
l- lQ  l-  GlÎ#
8
3 3s
"Ÿ34Ÿ5
34 !!!
3
 
!
È$
where Q œ l1l 7 1 C!
Ð1ßCÑ−O
sup , and  is the number of non-zero terms (in  and ) in the
polynomial .PÐ1ß CÑ
Proof:  We have
PÐ1ß CÑ œ PÐ1ß CÑ  G  G ´ P Ð1ß CÑ  Ga b " ,
with
P œ P G œ Þ
- 1 C  G Ð1ß CÑ − O
!
" !Ÿ34Ÿ5
34
3 4 ! if 
otherwise
Therefore with probability at least  (since there are at most " 7  ! 7$
distinct terms where  is replaced by  below)  V V ß3 3s 5
| | (5.9)V Ð1Ñ  V Ð1Ñ3 3s
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œ V V - 1 C  G Ð1ß CÑ» »a b – —"3 3s
!Ÿ34Ÿ5
34 O
3 4 ;
œ - V V 1 C Ð1ß CÑ  G V V Ð1ß CÑ» »" a b a b ‘     
!Ÿ34Ÿ5
34 O Os s
3 4
3 3 3 3; ;
Ÿ Þ
- 1 C Ð1ß CÑ  l-  Gl Ð Ð1ß CÑÑ
8
! a b
È"Ÿ34Ÿ5 34 O !! O
3 4| |5 ; 5 ;
$
Now we bound using ( ):5.5
5 ;# 3 4 #3 #3O !Ð1 C Ñ Ÿ IÐl1l Ñ Ÿ Q ß
while 
5 ; ; ;# #O O Oa bÐ1ß CÑ œ IÐ Ð1ß CÑÑ  IÐ Ð1ß CÑÑ Ÿ 1/4
since IÐ;OÑ Ÿ "Þ
This gives
a b ! ÈV Ð1Ñ  V Ð1Ñ Ÿ ß
l- lQ  l-  GlÎ#
8
3 3s
"Ÿ34Ÿ5
34 !!!
3
$
a bound which is independent of 3 − JÞ 
Finally we have the uniform analog of Theorem :5.4
Theorem 5.7:  Given a risk function L as in Theorem , a minimizer  of5.4 1s
empirical risk is an  approximation to any true minimizer  of the riskSÐ"Î 8Ñ 1È "
K − J œ Þ 8", uniformly in   More precisely, for sufficiently large , with3 c
probability at least ," 7$
V Ð1Ñ  V Ð1Ñ Ÿ # Þs
l- lQ  l-  GlÎ#
8
3 3
!
È!Ÿ34Ÿ5 34 !!!
3
$
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This follows from Theorem  together with Lemma .  Note since the5.6 5.1
bounds are uniform in , an argument such as in Lemma  is unnecessary3 − J 5.3
here.
6.  Scaled families of algorithms
6.1  Uses of scaled families
Scaled families of algorithms can be useful because increased information
typically can be used with increased algorithmic complexity.  In some IBC
applications  increased algorithmic complexity is implcitly scaled with increased
information complexity, as with spline algorithms, where more data points yield
more spline knots.  As a simple example of such scaling, note that given a large
number (e.g., 10 ) of data points, linear regression (with an approximation space'
K consisting of affine functions) will generally under-utilize the data.  One can
enlarge the space of approximation algorithms to have a range made of
approximating functions with more parameters, e.g., involving quadratics and
cubics of the variables.
See Vapnik (1998, 2000) for an SLT analysis of such scalings of
complexity, in which the VC dimension  of the family of approximating2
functions (the range  of allowable algorithms ) is scaled with cardinalityK −9 F
of information.  For information  of cardinality , we can formalizeR À J Ä 8‘8
such a scaling by choosing an algorithm :  whose range  has VC9 ‘5 5 58 Ä K K
dimension , with the scaling  chosen so that the error of2Ð5Ñ 2 œ 2Ð5Ñ
approximation is minimized.
Defining  to be the true regression function, i.e., a minimizer in the full1!
space  of the risk , again define (assuming the arg inf exist)K ¨ K VÐ1Ñ
8 8
1 œ lVÐ1Ñ  VÐ1 Ñl œ K 15 ! 5 !
1−K
arg inf
5
closest element in  to 
1 œ ÐV Ð1ÑÑ œ K 8 Þs5
1−K
s 5arg inf
5
3 minimizer in  of empirical risk with  data points
Recalling the definitions in Section  we note informally that (2.2 / 8ß 5Ñinf
decreases as , and ( , which can be bounded in terms of VC8 Ä _ / 5Ñalg
dimension  of , goes to  as .  If  is too large relative to , we2Ð5Ñ K ! 2 Ä _ 2 85
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have overfitting: estimation (information) error becomes large, as we are in the
wrong space (with too many functions or parameters).  In this case the goal is to
decrease  in order to lower .  In general we scale the VC dimension2 œ 2Ð5Ñ /inf
2 œ 2Ð5Ñ K Ñof  (all algorithms with range  with the information complexityF5 5
8 2.  We want the number of free parameters, measured by  (related to the
algorithmic complexity), scaled to data cardinality  (information complexity .8 Ñ
This approach is taken in Kon and Plaskota (2000), where algorithms are a
scaled family of neural networks (with algorithmic complexity defined as the
number of neurons).
6.2 Scaling of algorithms:  nonlinear SVM generalizations
Scaled families of algorithms:  By Theorem  the information error of an4.1
SVM is asymptotically bounded (with probability at least ) as"  $
/ Ð8ß 5Ñ ´ Ÿ O œ O %
2Ð  "Ñ  Ð Ñ
8inf % X
È Ë ln ln#82 )$
with VC  the VC dimension of the class  of SVM decision2 œ 2Ð5Ñ œ ÐK Ñß K5 5
functions , and .  Making the above discussion more precise, we see1Ð Ñ O  !x
that to guarantee  vanishes as , we need / Ð8ß 5Ñ 8 Ä _inf a scaling of  with  so8 5
that  is decreasing (Vapnik 1998, 2000).  On the other hand,  must2Ð5ÑÎ8 2Ð5Ñ
increase with  so that algorithmic error   Thus  is defined by8 / Ð5Ñ !Þalg Ò 95Ä_ 5
1 œ ÐR Ð ÑÑ − K œ Ð Ñs8 5 8 5 59 3 9Ran
and  is chosen so VC , the dimension of the range of , scales5 2Ð5Ñ œ ÐK Ñ5 59
with .8
An SVM example:  To give an example of this, let  be the polynomials ofT5
degree  on .  The standard SVM algorithm (minimizing the loss function5 ‘.
PÐ1Ðx xÑß CÑ œ Ð"  1Ð ÑCÑ) will be denoted as
9" "À Ö T .Z z´ × Ä K œ3 "3œ"8
The space of loss functions  (as functions of hasL œ ÖPÐ:Ð CÑ×x xÑß C:−T"  and ) 
VC dimension VC , as shown in section 4.3.ÐLÑ Ÿ .  #
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We now extend the standard space  of SVM algorithms with range  to aF" "T
scaled set , with  the set of algorithms with range in .  Define theÖ × TF F5 5 55œ"_
range  of such algorithms for  to be K 5  "5 nonlinear SVMÞ  Practically such
algorithms can be implemented by extending the data vector
R œ3 x œ ÐB ßá ß B Ñ œ ÖB ×" 8 3 3œ"8  to
x x˜ 6.1œ Ö × ß Ð Ñ! !l lŸ5
consisting of all monomials
x! !!œ B áB" 8" 8
of degree  or less in components , and then5 B3  using a standard SVM algorithm
(with range in the affine polynomials  in T" x˜).  Above with! ! !œ Ð ßá ß Ñß" 8
! ! !3 3
3œ"
8
 non-negative integers and l l œ Ÿ 5Þ!
The dimension of  is the number of monomials in  variables of order lessT .5
than , i.e., the cardinality of .  This is the number of non-negative5 Ö À l l Ÿ 5×! !
lattice points  in  dimensions satisfying , which is of! ! ! !œ Ð ßá ß Ñ . Ÿ 5" 8 3
3
!
order of the volume of the region  in the positive octant of .œ !
3œ"
.
3
.B Ÿ 5 ‘
Thus
HÐ5Ñ œ 5 Ð5 Ä _Ñ@ˆ ‰.
grows polynomially in , where 5 - 5 Ÿ Ð5 Ñ Ÿ - 5 Þ" #. . .@
To scale  with , note that the VC dimension of  is , since5 8 T 2Ð5Ñ Ÿ HÐ5Ñ5
the VC dimension of a space of functions is bounded by the dimension of its
non-constant part plus 1 (see Korian and Sontag, 1997).
Thus by Theorem , recalling ( ), we have4.1 2.5
Theorem 6.1:  For the above scaled family of nonlinear (polynomial) SVM
algorithms, the -probabilistic error (error with probability at least $ $"  Ñ
satisfies
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eÐ8ß 5Ñ Ÿ  S  / Ð5Ñß Ð ÑN +Ð:Ñ "
"  +Ð:Ñ 8
5 5
5

7 X
7 X
ÈŠ ‹È Œ  alg 6.2
where   is the VCX œ ß N œ VÐ1Ñß 2 œ 2Ð5Ñ Ÿ HÐ5Ñ%2Ð "Ñ Ð Ñ8
ln ln#82 )
$
5
1−T
inf
5
dimension of the polynomial space and is as in ( ), with  replaced byT ß K5 5 "7 4.1
K5.
The algorithmic (approximation) error
/ Ð5Ñ œ lVÐ1Ñ  VÐ1 Ñlalg inf
1−T
!
5
,
œ PÐ1Ðinf
1−T5 8"
º(
‘
x x xÑß CÑ  PÐ1 Ð Ñß CÑ. Ð ß CÑ! 3 º, (6.3)
is an approximation theory measurement of the distance between the optimal
1 − K ¨ K! 5
5
 (the full function space) and its approximation by polynomials
1 − T5 5 , using the error (6.3).  This can be bounded analytically (see the next
section) or through simulations.
6.3  Bounding the algorithmic error
We wish to scale  (which determines algorithmic error and hence algorithmic5
complexity) with information complexity  by letting the range of our8
algorithms vary through a the scale , with K § K5 5 œ " for standard SVM.  To
have an error bound which decreases, we can choose  so as to scaleK5
2 œ 2Ð5Ñ Ÿ HÐ5Ñ œ Ð5 Ñ 8 5 œ 9Ð8 Ñ@ . "Î. to grow more slowly than , e.g., .
If we wish to scale  with  to minimize the right side of ( ), there is a5 8 6.2
scaling prescription based on bounds on the full error .  As an example of/Ð8ß 5Ñ
this, if the a priori distribution  is assumed supported in on the ball3 − J x 
F Ð!Ñ § 1 œ< !.
1 −K
‘  and is assumed to admit a risk-minimizing function arg inf
w
VÐ1Ñ Ð all of whose (multiple) directional derivatives vs † HÑ ´ H5 5sv  (in all unit
directions  in ) are v x zs l Ÿ <Ñbounded by a constant  (for , then Taylor'sE l
theorem with remainder in the direction from z z z  œ ! œ 1 œ 1 to gives for :" !
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1Ðz z z z"
5œ!
O 5
" " #
O"
Ñ œ † H 1Ð!Ñ Ð † HÑ 1Ð Ñ5x O  " x
"a b a b (6.4)
where z z z# " is in the line between  and , and  acts only on the variable which! H
is the argument of , after which it is evaluated at  in the first sum.1 !
We can bound the error in (6.4) as
º Ð † HÑ 1Ð Ñ "O  " x ÐO  "Ñxœ l l lÐH 1Ñ Ð Ñlz z z z" #O" " #O" O"a b º z"s
Ÿ l<l ÞEÐO  "Ñx
O"
Therefore (letting :1 œ VÐ1ÑÑ5
1−K
arg inf
5
/ Ð5Ñ œ VÐ1 Ñ  VÐ1 Ñ œ Ð"  1 CÑ  Ð"  1 CÑ . Ðalg 5 ! 5  ! ( c d
‘."
3 xß CÑß
Ÿ m1 C  1 Cm œ m1  1 m5 ! _ 5 ! _
Ÿ <EÐO  "Ñx
O"
since  can be chosen as the  order Taylor polynomial approximation1 − K 55 5 >2
to  in  and the minimum risk can be bounded by the risk of this .1 T 1! 5 5
In this example a choice  can be made which minimizes the right5 œ 5Ð8Ñ
side of ( ) above.  Note that such an optimization (in this case on the sum of6.2
our upper bounds) occurs when the terms  and/ Ð5Ñalg
/ Ð8ß 5Ñ Ÿ Ninf # +Ð:Ñ %
2Ð  "Ñ  Ð Ñ
8575
#8
2 )Ë ln ln $
(which holds for  sufficiently large) have rates of change with respect to 8 5
which are of the same order, which gives a minimum in .5
As mentioned above, dimension reduction (e.g., a projection isTÐx xÑ Ñ of  
useful for pruning the set of possible 1ÐxÑ as approximations to the unknown
3 c− J œ K.  This is important when the dimension of range spaces  of5
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algorithms  grows rapidly, e.g., where  is the set of multivariate9 F5 5 5 5− K œ T
polynomials above   In the latter case the feature (information) vectorÞ
RÐ Ñ œ Ö × œ Ö × ß ´ B3 x x x˜  where , with3 "Ÿ3Ÿ8 3 3"Ÿ3Ÿ8à l lŸ5
4œ"
.
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! !
!
!# 4
x3 3" 3.œ ÐB ßá ß B ÑÞ  Dimension reduction can be done either through elimination
of less relevant variables  or by pruning coordinates from the basic vector x x! Þ
6.4  An example of scaling of algorithmic and information
complexity
The Gaussian case:  For SVM, recall the use of scaled families of nonlinearized
feature vectors  and corresponding approximation algortithms  is aRÐ Ñ3 95
nonlinear SVM (NLSVM).  Whether there is advantage to using NLSVM
reduces in a Gaussian situation to the question:  given two multivariate Gaussian
distributions
3 . D1 D" " ".Î# "
 ÐÐ ´ / œ RÐ ß Ñß Ð Ñ"Ð# ÑxÑ det  6.5
"
# x x Ñ Ð  Ñ. D ." "X ""
3 . D# # #Ð ´ RÐ ß ÑxÑ (6.6)
(the conditional distributions  of the3 3" œ Ðx xlC œ "Ñ œ Ð lC œ "Ñ and 3 3#
feature vectors conditioned on  and , respectively), what is theC œ " C œ "
shape of an optimal separator between the two?  With this assumption that  are33
Gaussian, our goal here is to form an SVM separator  for which the risk1Ð Ñx
function
VÐ1Ñ œ T Ð1Ð Ñ  !Ñ  T Ð1Ð Ñ  !Ñ" #x x
(proportional the expected number of errors) is minimized.  In addition,
weighting of false positives versus false negatives may also be useful, in which
case the new risk function is
V Ð1Ñ œ T Ð1  !Ñ  T Ð1  !Ñß" " " # #" " (6.7)
with   W" "" # œ "Þ e may be less concerned with false positives than false
negatives, so  is a good choice, if the overall numbers of positive" "" #¦
examples are larger than numbers of negative examples.
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We consider the complexity of the SVM with risk function (6.7), focusing on
the algorithmic (approximation) error.  If our algorithm  based on data9
R œ œ ÖÐ ß C Ñ× 1 K3 Z x3 3 3œ" " restricts  to the class  of affine functions and if
algorithmic error is large,  a decision to extend  to a nonlinear SVM insteadK"
makes sense.  It is then of interest to find the approximation error for hypothesis
spaces  which include polynomials of order , with  increasing.K 5 55
Finding the optimal solution:  For the risk function (6.7) we can in fact identify
the optimal choice of  among 1 all functions (not just affine ones), if we first
show the separation surface
1Ð Ñ œ Ð Ñ  Ð Ñ œ !x x x" 3 " 3" " # # , (6.8)
(for the above choices ( ) of ) is optimal - this can be done using6.5, 6.6 33
calculus of variations.  Indeed, if there is an infinitesimal variation in the optimal
1 .Z 1Ð Ñ œ ! resulting in a change  of the volume separated by , in the directionx
1Ð Ñ  ! V Ð1Ñx x at location , then the first order increment in  above is"
.V Ð1Ñ œ Ð Ñ.Z  Ð Ñ.Z œ !" " " # #" 3 " 3x x , 
since we are increasing the volume in which  and decreasing that in which1  !
1  ! .V œ ! V Ð1Ñ Þ; we have  since  is stationary" "
To higher than first order it follows easily that since  is on the" 3" "Ð Ñx
average larger than  in the volume  (since  increases in the" 3 3# # "Ð Ñ .Z Ð Ñx x
direction  from , the risk (1) has increased.  Symmetry shows1Ð Ñ  ! 1Ð Ñ œ !Ñx x
that when  is in the opposite direction,  increases as well, proving the.Z V"
optimizing surface is (6.8).  The above balance between  in the direction" 33 3Ð Ñx
1Ð Ñ  !x  follows more directly by noting that from ( )6.5
ln" 3 D3 3 3 3 3X "3œ  Ð  Ñ Ð  Ñ  G
"
# x x. . . (6.9)
where  is a constant.G3
Thus the surface  is given by equality of two quadratic polynomials1Ð Ñ œ !x
of the form (6.9), namely by
     ß"#ln ln" D . D ." " " "
X
"
"det a b a bx x
œ      Þ"#ln ln det" D . D .# # # #
X
#
"  (6.10)a b a bx x
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In general (if ) this surface is quadratic, so that use of a quadratic SVMD D" #Á
(in which  is appropriate.  From this we expect that in generalK œ K œ T Ñ# #
cases where the distributions of positive and negative classes have different
covariances , so that the quadratic terms in (6.10) do not cancel, thereD D" #Á
may be significant improvement using a quadratic SVM (giving a quadratic
separation surface) over a linear one.  This is illustrated in the example of the
Wisconsin cancer study below.
However, inequality of covariances  for positive and negative examples isD3
not always the case.  An example involves data in computational biology for
which the improvement from linear to quadratic SVM is marginal (Cvetkovski,
et al.), implying that in such cases positives and negatives have distributions (if
approximately Gaussian) with about the same covariances.
In case of the risk function (6.7), the surface  is (from (6.10))1 œ !
x x xX " " " " X "" # " # " "" # "
Xˆ ‰ ˆ ‰D D D . D . . D .  #  
  œ !Þ"#. D .
" D
" D# #
X " #
#
#
"
"
#
#
ln
det
detŒ 
The effect of the weighting coefficients  is to shift the surface without"3
changing its shape.  The size of  determines whether the quadraticD D" #" "
SVM will improve risk significantly over the linear one.  This suggests a general
criterion for appropriateness of a quadratic SVM - given empirical covariances
D Ds s" # and  of the two data sets (assumed sufficiently large), the norm
m  mD D" "" #  should be small.
6.5  Example:  Application to biomedical informatic data
We apply here the above example of a scaled algorithm family to some data
in biomedical informatics, the Wisconsin cancer database (Radwin, 1992).   We
begin with a standard SVM applied to 9 input variables (measured physical
characteristics of a tumor), which predict the output variable , which is cancerC
malignancy (+1) or non-malignancy ( ).  The data, summarized in the table"
below, are taken from a random selection of 349 training examples and 349 test
examples out of 699 total data.  The first test via SVM (with data involving all 9
input variables) has an error rate of 13.75% on the test set.  When a dimensional
reduction is done and the three most useful variables are extracted, there is an
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SVM error rate of 32.39%.  When the nonlinear SVM of degree 2 is applied to
these input data, the total error rate goes down to 8.60%.
Machine  \   Error rate FP FN TP TN ERR %ERR
9-variable SVM 37 11 107 194 48 .1375
3-variable SVM 41 72 44 192 113 .3239
3-variable nonlinear SVM 29 1 117 202 30 .0860
Table:  F/TP = false/true positive; F/TN = false/true negative; ERR-total errors
This significant improvement of the quadratic over the linear SVM implies
that the  covariance matrices  and  for the 3-variable data are$ ‚ $ D D" #
significantly different between positive and negative examples.  There are some
current  analogous methods (Holloway, et al., 2006 for the linear case) for
identifying transcription initiation sites in the genome from examples, using
several SVM feature spaces.
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